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Abstract

Future ATM (Air Traffic Management) systems are like envisioned worlds—large, interconnected systems as yet unbuilt and unfielded. Assessing the real impact of design changes in such worlds is very difficult. In this paper we discuss several dimensions of envisioned worlds: plurality, underspecification and groundedness, and evaluate them for the case of future ATM. Each of the dimensions presents pitfalls for developers and designers, while at the same time offering opportunities for clearer access to visions of the future.

Enhanced performance, envisioned practice

Although nobody knows the future, systems designers certainly envision versions of it. Indeed, this is the whole purpose of design—an activity that targets the future, that envisions people’s future practice, implicitly or explicitly (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998). Design and development is based on creating and sharing stories about prospective operational settings (Roesler et al., 2000). For example, designers across the developed world envision a diversity of Air Traffic Management (ATM) systems where controllers will no longer be in charge of all the parameters of every flight in their sector (Cooper, 1994; Cotton, 1995; Baiada, 1995; Gibbs, 1995; Leslie, 1996; NRC, 1998; Eurocontrol, 1999). These visions all advance some or several aspects of
the technological substrate (e.g. dynamic density predictors (Smith et al., 1998; Wyndemere, 1996); medium-term conflict detectors (Leveson, 2001) or datalinking (NRC, 1998) from which others could build specific future objects or tools. Advancing these aspects of the technological base comes with hopes and predictions of enhanced performance (e.g. Dornheim, 1995). In fact, redesign, including the push towards new forms and levels of computerization, is commonly thought to be a solution to previous limits on performance. A core argument in air traffic control is that the human controller is a limiting factor in traffic growth (Wise et al., 1991; Nordwall, 1995; Baiada, 1995; Scardina et al., 1996). Decoupling controllers from all individual flights in their sectors, through greater computerization and automation on the ground and greater autonomy in the air, is assumed to be the way around this limit (Cooper, 1994).

Assessing the actual impact of design changes on envisioned practice is hard. There are traditional human factors tools for the verification, validation and (lately) certification of isolated aspects of new systems. (e.g. Wise & Wise, 1993; Marti et al., 2001). Yet such piecemeal "V & V" quickly amounts to an oversimplification fallacy — that understanding multiple-factor, interconnected processes, let alone anticipating longer-term evolutions of tool tailoring and task transformation, can derive from the momentary assessment of the state of a few independent things, objects, artifacts or sub-processes (Woods & Dekker, 2000). In reality, design changes and their effects are never insular, they always interact with other system aspects (see e.g. Leveson, 2001) and become tangled up in organizational, procedural changes as well, affecting areas not predicted by designers. Design changes usually create unintended complexities as well as offering new capabilities. The nature of people’s practice gets transformed through the emergence of new human roles, new judgments, new forms of coordination. In turn, people always endeavour to work around design complexities by tailoring objects to function as actual, workable tools in their newly shaped operating context. As a result, what is operationally canonical or routine changes; what is expertise changes; and paths to breakdown and system failure change as well. Can design actually anticipate the full range of such changes? History is not on the side of designers — see for instance the unanticipated effects of commercial flight deck automation (e.g. Billings, 1996; Dekker & Hollnagel, 1999). Indeed, there is always a gap between the envisioned impact of a new development and the actual impact and reverberations of that change. To some this gap is so daunting that they concede that "an ATC system can be validated only in operation" (Smoker, 1993, p. 524).

Envisioned worlds

The problem is one of envisioned worlds (Dekker & Woods, 1999a) — large,
comprehensive, interconnected operational systems that have not yet been built and/or fielded. Even more modular changes to existing systems can create fundamental reverberations and, in effect, project envisioned worlds with uncharted transformations in people's roles. For example, the "mere" introduction of medium-term conflict detection tools in ATC (see Leveson, 2001), coupled with greater autonomy for pilots, creates classical alarm problems and signal detection trade-offs for controllers (Dekker, 2002) and role conflicts between pilots and controllers (Howard et al., 2002).

There are several dimensions to envisioned operation concepts. Each of these have negative and positive poles with respect to how designers envision the future. We discuss these dimensions here, and their relevance for envisioned ATM systems.

**Plurality**

There are always multiple versions of how the proposed changes will affect the field of practice in the future. Different stakeholders (e.g. in ATM: air carriers, pilots, dispatchers, controllers, ATM managers) have different perspectives on the impact of new objects on the nature of practice. The downside of plurality is a kind of parochialism where people mistake their partial, narrow view for the dominant view of the future of practice, and are unaware of the plurality of views across stakeholders (e.g. one pilot's claim that greater autonomy for airspace users is "safe, period" — see Baiada, 1995). The upside of plurality is the triangulation that is possible when the multiple views are brought together. In examining the relationships, overlaps, and gaps across multiple perspectives we are better able to cope with the inherent uncertainty built into looking into the future.

A number of future incident studies (Smith et al., 1998b; Dekker & Woods, 1999b) examined controllers' anomaly response in envisioned ATM worlds precisely by capitalizing on this plurality. To study anomaly response under envisioned conditions, groups of practitioners (controllers, pilots and dispatchers) were trained on proposed future rules (see RTCA, 1995; NRC, 1998). They were brought together to try to apply these rules in solving difficult future airspace problems that were presented to them in several scenarios. These included aircraft decompressions and emergency descents; clear air turbulence; frontal thunderstorms; cornerpost overloading (too many aircraft going to one entry point for airport area); priority air-to-air refuelling and consequent airspace restrictions and communication failures. These challenges, interestingly, were largely rule- or technology-independent: they happen in ATM systems of any generation. The point was not to test the anomaly response performance of one group against that of another, but to use triangulation of multiple stakeholder viewpoints—anchored in the task
details of a concrete problem—to discover where the envisioned system would crack, where it would break down. Validity in such studies derives from (1) the extent to which problems-to-be-solved in the test situation represent the vulnerabilities and challenges that exist in the target world, and (2) the way in which real problem-solving expertise is brought to bear by the study participants (see Orasanu & Connoly, 1993; Klein, 1993; Woods, 1993).

Underspecification

As hypothesis and prediction about the impact of new objects on the nature of practice, each envisioned concept is of necessity vague on many aspects of what it would mean to function in that field of practice in the future. The upside of underspecification is the freedom to explore new possibilities and new ways to relax and recombine the multiple constraints to innovate and improve. For example, visions of future ATM systems typically included datalinking as an advance that avoids the narrow bandwidth problem of voice communications—thus putatively enhancing system performance (NRC, 1998). In one future incident study, reported in Dekker & Woods (1999) a communications failure affected an aircraft that had also suffered problems with its altitude reporting and was headed for crossing traffic. The underspecification of how datalink would be implemented allowed one controller to suggest that ATC should contact the airline’s dispatch office to see whether the aircraft had been climbing or descending, since "If dispatch monitor powersettings, they could tell us." (p. ) Others objected because of the coordination overheads this would create (Dekker & Woods, 1999b). Capitalizing on underspecification requires a search for leverage points (datalink and other resources in the system) and a sensitivity to the fact that envisioned objects only become tools through use—imagined or real (datalinks to dispatch as backup ATC tool).

The downside of underspecification is the risk to remain trapped in a disconnected, shallow, unrealistic view of what it means to practice then and now. When the view of practice is disconnected from the pressures, challenges, and constraints operating in that world, the view of practice is inherently distorted from the beginning, and misses how the strategies of practice are adapted to these constraints and pressures. For example, one common assumption is that human controllers will make good "exception managers", since they can handle situations that machines cannot (see e.g. Cooper, 1994). Following this logic, controllers have been envisioned to become traffic managers, waiting for problems to occur in a type of standby role (McClellan, 1998). The view of controller practice is one of passive observer, ready to act when necessary.

But intervening effectively from a position of disinvolved has proven to be
singly difficult. For example, Endsley et al. (1997) point out in their study of direct routings that allowed aircraft deviations without negotiations, the more freedom of action was granted to individual aircraft, the more difficult it became for controllers to keep up with traffic. Controllers were less able to predict how traffic patterns would evolve over a foreseeable timeframe. In other studies too, passive monitors of traffic seem to have trouble to maintain a sufficient understanding of the traffic under their control (Galster et al., 1999), and are more likely to overlook separation infringements (Metzger and Parasuraman, 1999). In one study, controllers effectively gave up control over an aircraft with communications problems, leaving it to other aircraft and their collision avoidance systems to sort it out among themselves (Dekker & Woods, 1999b). This turned out to be the controllers' only route out of a fundamental double bind: if they would intervene early they would create a lot of workload problems for themselves (suddenly a large number of previously autonomous aircraft would be under their control). Yet if they waited with intervention (in order to gather more evidence on the aircraft's intentions), they would also end up with an unmanageable workload and very little time to solve anything in. This confirms that controller disinvolve ment can create more work rather than less (cf. Hilburn et al., 1998).

These results indicate that starting from a distorted view of practice guarantees predictions that will prove wildly wrong as objects-to-be-designed come into contact with actual practice. The difficulty is that in envisioning, designers are pursuing a moving target so that it is difficult to say how the current vectors of practice play into a changing future.

**Groundedness**

Envisioned modes of operation are predictions about the effects of change on people, technology and work. As predictions, envisioned concepts can vary on a dimension of groundedness. Are the predictions grounded in patterns derived from the empirical research base on how technology change effects the interplay of people, technology and work? The downside is when envisioned concepts remain ungrounded from the research base on the actual consequences of the changes on people, technology and work. This is often the case as advocates recruit continued resource investment needed to develop objects-to-be-designed. Their claims about future impact are often at odds with or even contradict the empirical base.

For example, developers of future air traffic control architectures have been envisioning a number of pre-defined situations that call for controller intervention (e.g. RTCA, 1995). For example: potentially dangerous aircraft manoeuvres, local traffic density (which would require some density index), or other conditions that compromise safety. These rules, however, do not reduce
uncertainty about whether to intervene. They are all a form of threshold crossing — intervention is called for when a certain dynamic density has been reached (Smith et al., 1998b) or a number of separation miles has been transgressed. But threshold crossing alarms are very hard to get right—they come either too early or too late. If too early, a controller will lose interest in them. If too late their contribution to flagging or solving the problem will be useless. The way in which problems in complex, dynamic worlds grow and escalate and the nature of collaborative interactions (Patterson et al., 1998) all indicate that recognizing exceptions in how others are handling anomalies is complex. The disappointing history of automating problem diagnosis (Woods, 1994) inspires little further hope. Threshold crossing alarms cannot make up for a disinvolvement—they can only make a controller acutely aware of those situations in which it would have been nice to have been involved from the start.

Future incident studies also allow us to extend the empirical and theoretical base. For example, supervisory control literature makes no distinction between anomalies and exceptions (see e.g. Edwards & Lees, 1974; Sheridan, 1976; 1987; 1992; Umbers, 1979; Sanderson, 1989; Moray et al., 1994; Kerstholt et al., 1996). This indistinction results from the source of supervisory control work: how do people control processes over physical distances (time lag, lack of access, etc.). As Corker (2001) suggests, however, ATC augments the issue of supervisory control with a cognitive distance: airspace participants have some system knowledge and operational perspective, as do controllers. But there are only partial overlaps and many, many gaps. Indeed, the studies in Smith et al. (1998b) and Dekker & Woods (1999b) force us to make a distinction between anomalies in the process, and exceptions from the point of view of the supervisor (controller). Exceptions can arise in cases where airspace participants are dealing with anomalies (for example: an aircraft with pressurization or communications problems) in a way that forces the controller to intervene. An exception is a judgement about how well others are handling or going to handle disturbances in the process. Are airspace participants handling things well? Are they going to get themselves in trouble in the future? Judging whether airspace users are going to get in trouble in their dealings with a process disturbance would require a controller to recognize and trace a situation over time—countervening the argument that human controllers make good "stand-by" interveners.

Management by obstacle

The empirical investigation of envisioned worlds can even generate novel directions for solving performance limits and problems. For example, the future incident studies reported in Smith et al. (1998) and Dekker & Woods (1999b) allowed practitioners and researchers to develop revised ways of
intervening that would be sensitive to the pressures and demands of actual practice. In future ATM systems with more aircraft autonomy, it could be easier for a controller to broadly tell aircraft where not to go, instead of telling each in detail where to go. This would open a new avenue to system management and airspace representation on flight decks: management by obstacle. Controllers would have to be given the opportunity to quickly create and communicate to airspace users an airspace obstacle—a piece of airspace set apart because of the need to deal with a local problem in it. Controllers in the studies reported here suggested the use of a track ball to swiftly designate a piece of airspace off limits. These newly created obstacles could be hard (no other aircraft allowed in until problem solved) or soft (other aircraft allowed in only if willing to submit to tougher restrictions), and different categories of obstacles could be automatically communicated to, and graphically represented in aircraft flight decks. Such airspace management would largely preserve the principle on which many future airspace ideas are founded: more user freedom and less controller involvement.

Conclusion

Envisioning a co-evolving, dynamic and future process of change and adaptation is highly uncertain. Advocates can easily become miscalibrated and overconfident that, if the systems envisioned can be realized, the predicted consequences and only the predicted consequence will occur. Designers' views of the future are tentative hypotheses. As such they need to remain open to revision and subject their hypotheses to empirical jeopardy in the face of feedback.

All who would design are susceptible to the fragility of envisioned world stories. To design one must speculate about the impact of the object-to-be-created as a source of change in a field of practice. The envisioned world problem demands that we develop means to ground predictions on relevant empirical results abstracted from observations in context. Understanding the dynamic process of change and adaptation will lead to better control of the innovation process at the intersection of people, technology and work. Armed with knowledge about the dynamics of change and adaptation, we can address potential side effects at a time when intervention is less difficult and less expensive (because the field of practice is already in a period of change and systems development is in the process of creating tangible objects).
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